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THE bllJNJDAY TIMES, MARCH 9, 1930.

THE WORLD OF
MUSIC.

A CHANCE FOR THE
PIANOLA.

By ERNEST NEWMAN.
A few months ago I had an article in the

Sunday Times on the subject of the pianola
(under which general term, of course, all
instruments of the player-piano type are to
be understood) that met with a good deal of
misunderstanding. Some piano teachers in
particular were offended at the suggestions
that excellent artistic results can be Obtained
by a skilled performer on the despised
pianola, and that, if pupils for the hand-
played piano are falling off, as is said to be
the case, a musician might do worse, both
for himself and for music, than teach the
pianolist how to get the best out of his
instrument. I had a good deal of corre¬
spondence on the subject, and was astonished
at the keenness of some of the pianolists;
one or two suggested that they might with
advantage form an association for the ex¬
change of ideas and experiences. What
struck me most in connection with the
matter was the evidence afforded of ardent
cultivation of music, through the medium of
the pianola, by people who had neither the
leisure nor the opportunity for piano study
of the ordinary kind.
In America they are lamenting the decline

in piano sales, but I gather that the piano
is not doing so badly in this country in spite
of the competition of wireless and the gramo¬
phone. The chairman

_ of HerrburgerBrooks Limited had some interesting things
to say on this subject at the last annual
meeting of the company. He pointed out
' ' -L " the pia.no trade . . . had alwaysthat
been subject to cycles of prosperity and de¬
pression. ' At one time the instrument was
a luxury. Then it became a piece of fur¬
niture. Then it seemed as if radio and the
gramophone had given it its quietus. Then
the quickened interest in music brought
about ^by those two factors induced once
more " a feeling of a want of personal per¬
formance." "Personal performance in a
house," Mr. Mallinson continued, "meant
in the main the piano, and be thought the
future of the piano trade was, as a conse¬
quence, assured." Which is well enough as
far as it goes; but the facts still seem to
point to the pianola, rather than the hand-
played piano, as the instrument of the future
in the average home.
It is all very well to regr-t the relative

decline in hand-playing, and from certain
aspects it is exceedingly regrettable. But
facts are facts; and there is no disputing
the fact that, with the best will in the
world, the ordinary music lover who has his
business to attend to in the daytime, and
the choice of a hundred amusements at
night, has less time and less inclination than
ever to learn to play the piano in the
orthodox way.

AN UNTENABLE PREJUDICE.

Why this prejudice, then, against his
taking a short cut to music via the
pianola? I am glad to see that a number
of people whose record entitles them to speak
on behalf of music are taking up this subject.
Mr. Sydney Grew, himself an accomplished
pianolist, has some sensible remarks on it
in the current number of his journal. The
British Musician, his starting-point being a
letter he has received from a reader in
Sheffield who has found that the modern
cheapening of production has made it pos¬
sible for a man of moderate means to in¬
dulge in what was once an expensive luxury.
Then there is Sir Henry Wood, who, in a
foreword to a catalogue issued by the Aeolian
Company of '250' choice pieces for the music-
lover, says he is " very happy to hear that
the playing of the pianola is being taken
very seriously as a. subject of instruction
by music teachers in Great Britain."
Finally, I see that at the recent Com¬

petition Festival at Wimbledon there was,
for the first time in the history of the Com¬
petition Festival movement, a class for the
pianola : there were eight entries, the test
pieces being a Debussy Arabesque, a Chopin
Nocturne, and the accompaniments to two
songs. The adjudicator, Dr. C. Oldroyd,
complimented the players on their skill and
on the fact that each of them had given
"a personal interpretation" of the pieces.
He added the sensible remark that the
pianola "offered a source of great delight to
those who had taken to piano playing in
their youth, but had for some reason dropped
it, inasmuch us it afforded them an oppor¬
tunity to get into the game again, and so
enjoy music of their own making " ; and
he concluded " with a final reminder to
professional musicians that here was a great
field open to them for teaching the apprecia¬
tion and interpretation of music."

COMMONSENSE OF THE MATTER.

Surely that is the commonsense of the
matter, and the sooner it is recognised as
such by everyone concerned the better. I
will avoid, on this occasion, saying anything
that might lead to a controversy over the
virtuoso capabilities of the pianola. No one
denies that a Schnabel or a Rachmaninoff can
do things on the piano that the pianola
cannot do and will perhaps never be able
to do. But practical pianolists contend that
a skilled performer can do quite as much on
the instrument as the merely ordinarily good
pianist can on his; while it is certain that

- even the most- unlettered amateur can, by
the aid of the pianola, get into touch with
an immense amount of fine music that
would be completely barred to him if he had
only his untrained ten fingers to rely upon.
Why not agree, without ill feeling, to leave
it at that? Few people have either the time
or the inclination to practise the piano now¬
adays, and not many of those who gal¬
lantly set out on that course complete it;
one of our leading music publishers tells
me that while his firm sells a large number
of educational works devoted to the earlier
stages of piano playing, there is only a rela¬
tively small demand for works devoted to
the more advanced stages.
SOURCE OF INNOCENT DELIGHT.

By all means let those who have time to
do so learn the piano in the ordinary way.
But what sense is there in decrying an
instrument that, improved as it now is,
can be the source of illimitable delight to
thousands who simply cannot spare any
time whatever for ordinary piano practice?
Nor can I see any reason in the argument
that not to use your fingers upon the key¬
board means remaining out of touch with
genuine musical culture. On the contrary,
I should say that every hour that the tired
business man saves from finger practice is
an hour set free for getting to the inner¬
most secrets of the work he is studying on
the pianola; he can go through it a hundred
times in the time it would take him to learn
to give even a mediocre performance of it
by hand. And these things being so, is it
not time the teaching profession recognised
them, and, if pupils for the piano do not
roll up in the same numbers as of old,
began to think about placing its store of
knowledge at the service of pianolists who
are keen to learn more and more about
music through the medium of their
instrument?

THE WEEK'S MUSIC.
New Music.
The absurdity of talking about "modern"

music was demonstrated at two concerts last
week. Composers are modern composers
only in virtue of the fact that their parents
married during the last generation or two,
instead of a century or two ago. Except
in the chronological sense, there is nothing
in common between the majority of the
moderns. How, for example, are we to
bring ' under the one hat John Ireland,
Krenek, William Walton and Constant Lam¬
bert? Of John Ireland we had, at the
B.B.C. Chamber Concert on Monday, a
Ballade for piano and a number of songs
(Mr. George Parker). The Ballade was
characteristic Ireland in its uncompromising

vigour : the songs seemed to me, for the
most part, to be lacking in lyrical quality,
though it must be admitted that the Thomas
Hardy poems would beat any living com¬
poser. Anyhow the idiom in all these
things was modern enough, in the sense
.that only a composer of about 1920-1930
would use it. But this idiom seemed old-
fashioned in comparison with that of
Iirenek's Little Symphony, broadcast from
a B.B.C. studio on Sunday, and that of
Walton's "Façade." Each of these works
is bang up to date, and each is great fun.
Krenek pulls bacon at the classical sym¬
phony; he introduces instruments that are
not recognised in the best symphonic circles,
and puts things into their mouths that it
would shock the chaste ears of a classic
to hear. It is only in the andante that his
work fails to come off : in slow music, ap¬
parently, it is more difficult than in fast
to be one of the Bright Young People. But
the first movement and the last are clever,
piquant stuff.
Walton's "Façade" was out of place in

the big Central Hall at Westminster : most of
the .words were-unintelligible, and the music
had to fight its way first of all through a
curtain and then through the unaccommodat¬
ing acoustics of the hall. Miss Sitwell mega¬
phoned one group of her poems herself : the
others were done by Mr. Constant Lambert,
and done in first-rate style, for even if the
ear failed to catch many of the words, the
rhythmic definition and the timing and per¬
tinency of accent were superb. I can under¬
stand some people going crazy under this
peculiar combination of music and mega¬
phoned verse. For my own part I pan only
confess that, done as this brilliant group of
people does it, the thing has an unholy fas¬
cination for me. As for Walton's music,
nothing cleverer has been produced in that
line by any composer in any country : the
stuff is always nimble-witted, and the deft¬
ness of the craftsmanship is a joy. But what
listeners-in made of it all I should not like
to guess.
Constant Lambert's piano sonata, which

was introduced by Mr. Gordon Bryan a
few months ago, received its second per¬
formance at this same B.B.C. concert : the
pianist was Mr. Angus Morrison, who, assum¬
ing him to have always played the right
notes, covered himself with glory. The
sonata is still a hard nut to crack,' but at a
second hearing it certainly becomes clearer :
and a priori I decline to believe that a yonpg
composer with so good a bead on bis
shoulders as Constant Lambert has is likely
to go astray for a whole twenty minutes at
a time. One's difficulty is to bind the fleet¬
ing impressions into a whole; for that we
must wait till the sonata is available in
print. (I understand that the _ Oxford
University Press is going to publish it soon.)
Elena Gerhardt.

t
At her recital on Tuesday evening, Mme.

Gerhardt introduced us to a German com¬
poser hitherto quite unknown to me—Bern-
hard Blau. I was not greatly taken by
any of the five songs she sang, though the
" Dorfzeichen " has some good features. As
a whole the settings struck me as laboured :
there was too much verbal point-making at
the expense of musical flow. These, however,
were only sensitised-plate reactions of the
moment, which, as everyone knows, are of
no interest to anyone but the victim of
them. I must get some of Blau's songs : if
they are good enough for Mme. Gerhardt to
sing they must be good enough for the rest
of us at any rate to study.
The remainder of her programme consisted

of Schubert, Tchaikovski and Wolf. By
transposing two words in her first song—
Schubert's "Der Wanderer an den Mond "—
Mine. Gerhardt made the moon rise in the
east and set in the west; but this astron¬
omical upheaval passed without serious
consequences either to the cosmic order or
to Mme. Gerhardt's art, which was at its
finest. What other singer can give us such
a rhythm as she achieves in such songs as
Schubert's "Der Einsame" or his magni¬
ficent setting of Schiller's magnificent
" Dithyrambe," or ring so many changes
upon the voice as she does in songs so far
apart in style and meaning as " Vor meiner
Wiege," " Fischerweise," and "Der Atlas"?
She showed us, too, how unjust is the cur¬
rent neglect Of Tchaikovski as a song
composer. His songs, however, are not for
every singer : their absence of all assump¬
tion gives them little chance with singers
who cannot shade within modest limits.
Play the " Im wogenden Tanze " for your¬
self, and then watch the subtle variety of
rhythm that Mme. Gerhardt introduces into
these regular three-eight bars, and you will
realise what rhythm in its higher aspects is.
Mr. Coenraad Y. Bos was an accompanist
beyond compare.
" Bolero."
Ravel has hit upon a good stunt for his

"Bolero," which, after having been heard
in France and: America, has at last been
given in England—under Mr. Frank Bridge,
at Friday night's concert of the B.B.C. The
stunt is not absolutely new, but it has pro¬
bably not been worked out before so skilfully
aud so consistently. Stravinsky and the
Orientals from whom he partly derives in
mentality have accustomed us to the dogged
repetition of a tune that in itself is insignifi¬
cant : Rossini, Wagner and others have ex¬
ploited the crescendo. What Ravel has done
is to combine the repetition with the
crescendo on a scale hitherto unattempted in
music. One persistent rhythmic tattoo runs
throughout the piece : the orchestra keeps re¬
peating a rather common tune or two ad
infinitum ; and the gradual introduction of
one instrument after another makes the
" Bolero " one long crescendo. It is all very
effective, and must have been even more so
in conjunction with the ballet that Ida
Rubenstein performed to it at the original
production. But there is not much "to" it
except the stunt, and it remains to be seen
whether our audiences' interest in this will
survive-half a dozen repetitions of it. It was
a great success on Friday. Someone, no
doubt, will now write a similar piece con¬
structed on one long decrescendo. The fun
would then be to have the two works played
simultaneously.
A great feature of the remainder of the

programme was Brahms's double concerto,
with those excellent artists Mr. Arthur Cat-
terall and Mr. Lauri Kennedy as soloists.

E. N.
Pablo Casals.
There are doubtless several performers in

an age that is producing 'cello-playing of
the first order who could give fair outward
seeming to the E minor Sonata of Brahms.
But the pre-eminence of Casals grows from
deep roots. To follow, phrase by phrase, at
Queen's Hall on Tuesday, the quiet, lively
philosophy, to recognise, for once, the rela¬
tion of each curve to all the other curves in
this intricate invention of the brain and the
senses, was an experience peculiarly bliss¬
ful. Here was a rare revelation of truth,
as well as of flawless technique. In the Bach
Suite for 'cello alone, too, the illustrious
artist showed that it is not only unnecessary
but inadvisable to supercharge the master's
phraseology with extravagant colour. Casals
remains unique as sage and poet. Otto
Schulhof's piano accompaniments were
felicitously contributed.
Recital Notes.
Miss Ruth Welsh, who sang an enterpris¬

ing programme at ¿Eolian Hall, on Wednes¬
day, has a voice capable of pleasing the ear,
and a musical disposition. There is therefore
good reason for her submitting both to dis¬
ciplined development Coenraad V. Bos
accompanied with perspicacity.
Miss Cicely Half'ord, who gave a vocal

recital at Wigmore Hall, on Thursday, is
evidently ■ sensitive to form and mood. A
little more certainty of control over pitch
and tone-colour would greatly enhance her
capacity for expression. Again, Coenraad V.
Bos's piano accompaniments were of definite
value.

. , .

Philip Levi increased respect for his poten¬
tialities as a pianist, at Grotrian Hall, on
Friday, despite rather than because of his
choice of music by Busoni. It is as one of
the world's great pianists that Ferruccio
Busoni will go down in history- To hold
that his compositions are chiefly of interest
to theorists is not necessarily to combat
Professor E. J. Dent's claim, in a printed
foreword to the programme, that he was a
"profound musical thinker." We would
gladlv hear Mr. Levi in music more "play¬
able,"- H. F-

CADENZAS IN
CONCERTOS.

"DAEMONIC" MOZART?
From SIR THOMAS BEECHAM, Bart.

To the Editor oí the SUNDAY TIMES,
Sir,—I should like to say how much I

agree with Mr. Ernest Newman on the sub¬
ject of cadenzas in concertos, particularly
those of Mozart. Very few of these cadenzas
were written by the composers themselves,
they are almost invariably out of keeping
with the character of the piece, and they
serve no purpose but to expose the inade¬
quate musicianship of their authors. Recently
I took the step of omitting all the cadenzas
in a Mozart Piano Concerto, with consider¬
able gain to the effect of the whole work- A
careful examination of half a dozen other
concertos by the same composer has con¬
vinced me that similar omissions can be made
with equal success, and I should be pleased
to indicate to any pianist who might be
interested in knowing how this can be done
in a satisfactory manner, the general rule
I have adopted.
While I am on the subject of Mozart I

am gratified to observe what Mr. Newman
has to say as to the, foolish talk at present
in currency as to the alleged ' ' daemonic
quality of this composer. For over thirty
years I have made the closest study of
Mozart, and I am acquainted with all his
published compositions. There is to be found
m him a maximum of virility, vivacity,
charm, grace, and ingenuity of craft ; in
none of these attributes is he excelled by
any other composer. But in no single work
do I discover a trace of anything remotely
resembling the term "daemonic." Nearly
twenty years ago I incurred a certain amount
of criticism in England, France and Germany
Lr my "over-vigorous" readings of Mozart.
o-day I read in certain quarters (English)
that my handling of him is too " refined and
elegant." I am informed that I follow the
French rather than the German tradition
of interpretation. Of course, this is nonsense.
There is no actual tradition in France of
Mozart playing. I have heard dozens and
dozens of performances there, and no one
would dream of accusing them of over-
refinement or elegance. I have also listened
to hundreds of performances in Germany, and
I have- never met one where there was an

excess of spirit or profundity. The simple
truth is that there is no fixed tradition qf
Mozart playing anywhere, nor probably will
there ever be. Every artist of personality,
be he conductor, pianist or violinist, feels
this music' differently, and more than any
other in the world it yields itself by reason
of its peculiar quality to manifold interpreta¬
tions. No man can say which of these is
absolutely right, and if this fact were more
clearly comprehended there would be less
of the astonishing amount of rubbish that
has been written and talked about Mozart
during the last ten vears.

THOMAS BEECHAM.
Grosvenor House, Parle Lane.

Sir,—It may perhaps interest the readers
of the Sunday Times to know who was
the author of the Cadenzas of the Concertos
by Beethoven and Mozart played by Artur
Schnabel at the CourtauH's Sargent Concert
at the Queen's Hall, and which were de¬
scribed by your eminent critic as "particu¬
larly atrocious" and as written "by people
who with the best will in the world cannot
possibly see the work as its creator saw it,
and whose additions are a sheer offence to
everyone but themselves."
The benighted composer so unfortunate as

to incur these severe' strictures was—Beet¬
hoven.
Teddington. SINE IRA ET STUDIO.
This is charming. Cannot a cadenza—always a

cold-blooded piece of virtuoso manufacture—be
atrocious even if it come from the pen of a Beet¬
hoven? The great man would- have been better
advised to rule out a cadenza altogether from his
own No. 3, as he expressly did in the case of the
No. 5. The melodramatic cadenza to the Mozart
proves up to the hilt my theory that no one, not
even a Beethoven, can see another man's work as
the composer saw it, and add a section to it that
is anything but an offence to a modorn listener.

E. N.

\



[Te vote given
Pablo Casals. Q1rtêAA/W Cpt»«
Signer Casals played to a full Queen's Hall

Brahms in E minor, Bach in E flat, and a
perfectly charming set of Spanish pieces.
People seemed to have come about equally to
hear the 'cellist and the musician, both
supreme. When he teaches or conducts, the
standard he sets for others is that to \yhich
hi3town playing conforms, an absolute stan¬
dard.'. No detail escapes his attention. The
phrasé.is just what the perfection of each
note lias made it; it was conceived as a whole,
and it comes out complete and flawless. We
hardly tftink of the instrument, or of the
player, only of the music : for it is that that
lie is thinking of behind those closed eyes,
seeing it and playing it as one melody from
the first note to the last. We notice this at a
repetition : there is one way of taking it, and
all others are wrong, and so the repetition is
identical. This is the greatest musician in
Europe; what Joachim and llichter were,
Casals is. *
Wednesday Evening Concert.

hear Brahms's four
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CASALS RETURNS.

NOBLE PLAYING BY PRINCE
OF CELLISTS.

It was a privilège to hear Pablo
Casals's recital y^terday at Queen's
Hall. The great man had not played
here for some time. The first phrase of
Bralhms's E minor sonata re-established
Ihis authority and prestige.
He is, of course, the prince of cellists,

incomparable. His technique was shown
in a formidable sonata by Bréval (18th-
century French), mostly written high
in the thumb-positions. But still more
to be admired was the perfection of
judgment in his phrasing—the natural
control of expression, the poise, the
light and happy accent. We were, of
course, given one of Bach's solo sonatas
(which Casals was the first to play as
concert music)—the 4th in E flat, nobly
played.
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THE TIMES, FRIDAY, MARCH 7, 1930
SEÑOR PABLO CASALS
Señor Casals was accompanied on the pianoby Hèrr Otto Schulhof at his recital at Queen'sHall on Tuesday afternoon. In quality thiswas the kind of piano playing that is parti¬cularly desirable in chamber music, but sincethe music was played in a large hall some modi¬fication of the ideal domestic style is inovit-ably called, for. Herr Schulhof was too con¬tent to "be an unobtrusive attendant uponthe eminent soloist. Consequently, Brahms'sE minor sonata for violoncello and piano wasrobbed of its passion and vigour. Señor Casalshimself took a very classical view of what canwith equal legitimacy be interpreted as aromantic sonata, so that this performance wasnotable for its delicacy of phrasing, purity, andlightness of tone rather than for the strengthand breadth of its general effect. Refinementof conception and the most polished execu¬tion of detail marked Señor Casals's playingof Bach's E flat unaccompanied suite and ugroup of Spanish pieces. The latter were allunhackneyed and included delightful trifles byTurina, Cassado, and Granados, played withno less grace and finish than this great artistbrings to the most important masterpieces.



LAST NIGHT'S
CONCERTS

CASALS AT THE QUEEN'S
HALL

Casals' recital in the Queen's Hall yester¬
day afternoon was an altogether delightful
occasion—an oasis in the desert of the
recital-world.
It was not so much that we were listen¬

ing to a player whose instrument was his
to command in every mood and style.
There was this pleasure, of course, the
pleasure of hearing the instrument respond
to every minute requirement of a fastidious
musician, the delicacy of touch in the lirst
Bourrée of Bach's unaccompanied Suite
(E flat major), the inflections of tone in the
Courante, the purest intonation in the-most
..difficult-passages of the Brahms E minor
Sonata, the careful moulding of phrases
(e.g., in the second movement) and the
beautiful bowing—all these incidents com¬
bined to produce an experience that one
would fain call perfect.
Vet they remained incidents. For the

overwhelming factor was the superb
musicianship of this great 'cellist. How
refreshing to meet with one who can com¬
municate the innermost spirit of works
like this Sonata and the Suite without
protesting, without first of all taking up
the pointer and the stick of chalk!
Casals remains one of the greatest,

because of this very quality of reticence
by which he makes assurance doubly sure.
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CASALS
Two major works were performed by

Pablo Casals in the course of his recital at
the Queen's Hall on Tuesday—Brahms's
Id minor Sonata and Bach's K flat major
suite. If at the time when Brahms's music
was still under discussion the composer had
been able to discover an interpreter as pene¬
trating and as faithful as Casals, all doubts
must have been set at rest. After a Casals
rendering of Brahms, discussion as to the
worth of the music is stiil, of course, admis¬
sible. but it can only concern degrees of
excellence.
The Bach shite provides a still more in¬

structive and illuminating list of this inter¬
preter's remarkable gifts. The suites and
the sonatas of Bach are very much in favour
with string players at the moment, yet the
performers who.can be trusted to ctdhl with
them in a perfectly adequate manner can be
counted on the fingers of one hand. Casals's
renderings stand above even those of this
select band, for he alone never seeks to add
to Bach's music some foreign element such,
as elegance, pathos, or brilliancy. He never
hastens the pace of a movement to create an
illusion of dexterity, nor does he ever seek
to impress us with impassioned eloquence.
Like the music, Ins conception is inspired by
purity and dignity alone.
The supreme quality of the technique such

a performance implies can only be valued by
the expert. The average listener cannot
gauge the exact difference between more
or less accurate and immaculate Intonation
between tone of great range and tone of
almost infinite gradations. But this is
patent to all—such playing amounts to
genius. 1". B.'
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3ttusic anò ^ttusicians*
(BY A. H. FOX-STRANGWAYS.)

FUNNY MUSIO.

There is an idea, fairly prevalent, that
the Puritans stopped music. But did they?
They stopped dancing where they
could; but the Romans looked down on it,
too, and the Asiatic dancer was considered
a bird of ill omen in Greece; so if they did,
there was nothing very extreme in that.
They did try to stop church music, but that
was bound up with a set of ideas they were
trying to uproot; besides, Cranmer had
given the hint a century before, not, per¬
haps. because he disliked Latin, but be¬
cause the Latin then, like the music now,
had come to connote something else. But
it would have been strange if they had
had any gird against music in itself, seeing
that their leaders—Cromwell, Fairfax,
lreton—-belonged to the Eastern counties,
and that it was from these that the madri-
galists, who were only their fathers and
grandfathers, chiefly came, and music
must, for them, have been bound up with
much that they held dear in family life.

So there is no reason to think that there
is anything wrong in music which is
light, or which is funny; or that those
who look askance at either are Puritans.
Light music, the music of higli spirits, is
as much to be desired as high spirits or
light-heartedness. We had a good example
last week in Mr. Walton's " Façade,"
and it came very well after Ireland's
solemnities. But there is this hitch. Music
which is light, and so, popular, travels
quicker than speech. A popular tune is
whistled equally in Mayfair and White-
chapel; but a facetious remark travels only
to the readers of " Punch," or only to the
readers of " John Bull." Similarly, pieces
of musical wit have been known to travel
from England to the Caucasus, from Brit¬
tany to Pondicherry, and from China to
the Upper Amazon, whereas a verbal wit¬
ticism would undoubtedly have cooled
down on the way. The tune travels be¬
cause its original perpetrators get tired of
it and forget it, whereas it strikes a spark
in its importers; they adapt and appro¬
priate. So that the life of light music is
short. There is nothing quite so dead as
the Waldteufël waltzes. " Façade " may
have a longer lease, because anyone who
tried to whistle it would miss the whole
point.

***
Funny music is equally desirable. We

think of the number of times we have
rocked with laughter at Sullivan—or was it
at Gilbert—or at both? Wasn't it really
that Gilbert was funny and Sullivan light?
In fact, can music be funny? Let's con¬
sider kinds of fun. There was—" was,"
the Chancellor of the Exchequer obliges us
to say—Grock; there was no need for him
to open his mouth, though he sometimes
did. And Charlie Chaplin; it's better when
he does. Then, if you open your mouth,
is it to mimic, or to pun, or to innuend?
Music can do all three. Fafner and Fasolt
come clumping on to the stage; Wagner
has mimicked their ungainliness, and even
distinguished their degrees of it; but does
anybody laugh? We heard Handel deal¬
ing with a pun lately : Mr. Morell had
hoped that distant nations would " catch "
the song (of Jehovah's name), and Handel
saw his opportunity and sent the phrase
ricocheting down all the voices, because he
knew his audience had little to learn about
" catches " : but we all kept a grave face
and merely thought " how clever 1 " That
was a verbal pun; but music can pun, too
(whenever it modulates); the trouble is
that it can hardly move a step without
modulating, so there is nothing in its puns.

***
Also, music can compass an innuendo.

It can rag classical music (Casella's " A la
manière de . . . ") or modern music (Stan¬
ford's " Ode to discord "), or write varia¬
tions on a nursery rhyme (Holbrooke's
" Three Blind Mice "), or play up to Aris¬
tophanes (Parry's " Frogs " and " Birds ").
But with these we can laugh only if we
know the facts. Stanford's discords have
very nearly become concords to the ears
of 1930. Holbrooke's piece would hardly
come off in Spain. Parry's music is lost on
the rnathematico - scientifically - trained
youth of to-day. Casella comes in another
category. " Punch " laid its hand on the
shoulder of him and his like last week,
and had a word in their ear. We know his
originals, Brahms, Wagner, Debussy, only
too well, and love them, and are not going
to have them spoilt for us to please any¬
body : his fun becomes earnest, and it
hurts. Altogether, satire doesn't consort
well with music.

***
The fundamental thing about music is

[that it cannot originate any feeling; it canlonly intensify any feeling you may happen
I to have. There is nothing so heartrending
las a band jazzing on the pier when you
I are in a fit of the dismals, except a Beetho
I ven sonata in a drawing-room where men
land women are hoping to be normally, if
I not supernormally, good company. Music
hits the mark every now and then, but

misses it much oftener than it ought to, be¬
cause the audience consists of individuals
in individual moods. The great songs,
which someone is always telling us he
would rather make than the law s, depend
on the words and on the fact that they are
sung, which is both a communal action
and a sensory stimulus—not on what they
are sung to. It happens that we have
rather a good National Anthem, but other
nations manage to be just as patriotic on
worse tunes. It happens that we have a
rather mathematical Hag, but we never
think of that when it is flown.

***
Music cannot crack a joke, because it can¬

not make a statement, even as simple as
—somebody did something to somebody.
With great effort it may convey one or both
of the somebodies, but it can never put its
tongue round the something. Haydn's
" Surprise " and " Farewell " symphonies,
the great-grandfathers of all so-called
musical jokes, are of the elementary kind
that a good clown makes in a- bad circus;
the first is only a joke by courtesy, the sec¬
ond is extraneous to the music. Yet we do
often laugh when we listen to music, a sort
of happy, care-free laugh, a chuckle, a
wriggle," a squirm. There is that absurd
little tune that trickles in at the end of the
finale of Mozart's D minor concerto, that
irresistible one (" some'll say this, and
some'll say that, but I shall say something
diff'rent ") in the last movement of the G
major trio (especially the loose—so much
better than strict—invitation at the end),
that parenthetic remark of the pedals
in the " giant " fugue, or in " In Dir 1st
Freude," that drowsy, rats-in-the-arras
accompaniment to Pimen's diary in
" Boris," that irrepressible flute in
Mendelssohn's scherzo (M.N.D.). When we
hear them we laugh consumedly, that is,
down in the midriff; but we are not quite
sure that we don't cry a little too, as when
at the end of " The Heifer of the Dawn "
Madhupamanjari plucked the lotus and
turned to the king and said " Both." For
as there is no rounded beauty without a
little mischievousness, so there is no true
humour without a toucl|mf grace.

MUSIC OE THE WEEK.

B.B.C. Concert (Contemporary Music).
John Ireland onoe wrote a piece of genuine

poetry, in " Chelsea Beach " ; and the rest
of what he has written may be judged as he
recaptures, or does not, that one rapture.
His " Ballade for Pianoforte (1928) " almost
does it; its steely cold contemplation, well
understood by Mr. Alexander, gets a lien on
the future at moments, and we see something
beyond what we hear. Of his songs the
Doppelgiinger-ish " The Tragedy of That
Moment. " may live, and the more attractive
" It Was What You Bore With You, Woman "
probably will. Mr. C. Lambert's new piano¬
forte sonata has a fine first movement, which
has lift and at moments vision! after that it
busies itself with this or that contrast, things
of the moment, and the vision fades—as in
life. It was capitally played by Mr. Angus
Morrison; though, when you are trying to
make yourself intelligible to a foreigner, you
do it better by detaching your words than by
shouting. Mr. Walton's " Façade " had such
advantage as might have come from the
words being spoken, if we could have heard
them continuously; laughter was, therefore,
intermittent. The only joke in which all

THIS WEEK'S CONCEKTS.

To-day.
2.30.—Palladium. N.3.L. All-Star Matinée.

—6.30. George 'Cathie and his Band,
etc.

3.0.—Boyal Albert Hall. Cortot, Thibaud,
Casals.

5.30.—Grosvenor House)!' Tea-time Concert.
To-Morrow.
8.15.—Queen's Hall. London Symphony Or¬

chestra. Abendrotb, conductor.
8.30.—Wigmore Hall. Budapest Quartet.

Tuesday.
3.15.—Wigmore Hall. ' I Maurice Eisenberg

('cello).
8.15.—St. Margaret's. Bach Cantata Club.
8.15.—Grotriau Hall.1 Frances Hatfield

(vocal).
8.30.—Aeolian Hall. Gerald Cooper's Concert.
8.30.—Wigmore Hall. Emile Baume (piano).

Wednesday.
3.0.—IVigœore Hall. Murray Lambert

(violin).
8.15.—Queen's Hall. Samuel Duehkin (violin).
8.30.—Grotrian Hall. Lloyd Powell (piano).
8.30.—Wigmore Hall. Yvonne Astruc (violin).

Thursday.
8.0.—Queen's Hall. Boyal Philharmonio

Society.
8.0.—People's Palace. Wagner Concert.
8.30.—Wigmore Hall. Zoltan Székely and

Paul Hermann .violin and 'cello).
Friday.
8.0.—Queen's Hall. B.B.C. Symphony Concert.

Sir Henry J. Wood, conductor.
8.15.—Wigmore H'all. John Gabalfa ('cello).
8.15.—Grotrian Hall. Dorothea Webb (vocal).
8.30.—Aeolian Hall. Nancy Eeed (piano).

J turday.
3.0.—Queen's Hall. Wilhelm Backhans

(piano).
3.0.—Wigmore Hall. Solomon (piano).
3.15.—Aeolian Hall. Thomas Marshall (piano).
3.15.—Grotrian Hall. Hetty Bolton

(Beethoven).

joined was a muted trumpet played flat,
Whether this piece is music must be left to
those to judge who have the experiences from
which it is evolved. All that can be said
here is that a great deal is done with a small
orchestra, that the usual " syncopated "
vulgarities are omitted, and that it was well
played and conducted.
B.B.C. Symphony Concert.
Handel's Concerto gross in F and Brahms's

double Concerto were finely played by Mr.
Catterall and Mr. L. Kennedy; Mr. Catterall's
dash and vigour and Mr. Kennedy's security,
and the perfect blend of their intonation gave
special pleasure; it all seemed so fresh and
genuine. Schubert in C major was rollicked
through in a breezy way, but the keel was kept
steady : a few little slips perhaps of no impor¬
tance—the hautboy here, the second violins
there—and a few slowings and hurryings by
the conductor, Mr. Frank Bridge (in Sir
Thomas Beecham's absence), not immediately
attended to ; bxrfc the whole thing bright anil
keen and exciting. Still more exciting is
Ravel's new " Bolero." It is a single crescendo
from the minimum to the maximum of tone
upon an ingeniously elaborate tune repeated
several dozen time's, with the time-keeping
part of the thing spreading gradually from a
single side drum, through lower strings and
brass, to the whole orchestra. One would like
to watch tlie effect it would produce in the
bazaar of either Cairo or Lucknow: it produced
a good deal of effect on us, for and against.
The vote given here is emphatically for.
Pablo Casals.

Signor Casals played to a full Queen's Hall
Brahms in E minor, Bach in E flat, and a
perfectly charming set of Spanish pieces.
People seemed to have come about equally to
hear the 'cellist and the musician, both
supreme. When he teaches or conducts, the
standard he sets for others is that to which
his own playing conforms, an absolute stan¬
dard. No detail escapes his attention. The
phrase is just what the perfection of each
note has made it; it was conceived as a whole,
and it comes out cpmpleie and flawless. We
hardly think of the instrument, or of the
player, only of the music : for it is that that
he is thinking of Behind those closed eyes,
seeing it and playing it as one melody from
the first note to the last. We notice this at a
repetition : there is one way of taking it, and
all others are wrong, and so the repetition is
identical. This is the greatest musician in
Europe; what Joachim and Richter were,
Casals is.

Wednesday Evening Concert.
It was a pleasure to hear Brahms's four

songs for ' female voices from the Tudor
Singers, even though the balance was not
good; the horns and harp were too loud and
the sopranos needed a leader The perform¬
ance was too tentative and swing was lacking.
Butterworth's three songs, sung by Roy Hen¬
derson, are full of immature poetry. There
is not a trite phrase anywhere, and though
the expression might be more cogent, it is
everywhere clear and choice and his own.
Handel's Concerto Grosso in D minor had
been well rehearsed, and the London String
Players put some style into it. Dvorak's Sere¬
nade in E major, which they played later,
sounds dilatory and amateurish now; we are
accustomed to a briefer and tenser manner.

Italian Music at Burlington House.
The concerts of Italian music at Burlington

House have been a delight and a revelation.
In arranging them Mr. Anthony Bernard has
earned the good will both of amateurs
and connoisseurs of music. The first concert
dealt with the earlier composers. The last,
which took place last Monday, brought the
tale of music performed up to the present
day, starting with Paisiello and ending with
Res'pighi. If the gallery of modern Italian
pictures had been large enough, the music
should have been done there, for it fitted ill
with the pictures in the main gallery (except
for Verdi's Stabat Mater, which was near
enough to Tiepolo's " Finding of Moses ").
Respighi's three Botticellian orchestral
pieces could not stand being played in front
of the " Birth of Venus." Mme. Oda Slo-
bodskaya's exquisite singing has been a
memorable part of these interesting concerts.
Oriana Madrigal Society.
To hear choral singing in which no set of

voices stands out as better or worse than its
neighbours, but where the parts move in
right balance as a homogeneous mass, is an
experience which only a thoroughly trained
body of singers can provide. All the madri¬
gals and part-songs which the Oriana Society
sang last week showed this expertness, as
well as an outstanding care over detail that
is most praiseworthy. Possibly this latter is
going to cause them, and their hearers,
some slight annoyance, for Dowland, Bate-
son, and Weelkes, no less than Bax and
Hoist, can be harmed, paradoxically enough,
by too evident a carefulness. But it were
wrong to give an impression of being dis¬
satisfied with til i a concert, which was a suc¬
cessful effort and a charming entertainment.
Mr. Kennedy Scott was in charge.
London Symphony Orchestra.
A small audience gathered last Sunday to

hear a good concert. Mme. Austral sang
Weber like a great, artist and Wagner like
one to the manner born. In her there is
truly a superb singer for operatic venture in
this country. She was accompanied by an
alert orchestra under Herr Weisbach. In him
there exists a conductor—new to us—who
seems to be completely musical, assured, able
to trust his memory and give all his atten¬
tion to securing sound, even performances.
Pic impressed one very favourably with the
skill of his management of an orchestra with
which he could hardly have been familiar.
It was natural that thus early in the
acquaintanceship he should have slightly
exaggerated his beat.


